
 

 

GRADE 6: MODULE 1: UNIT 2: LESSON 2 
Cronus 

 
 

 

Cronus was the son of Uranus and Gaea (Mother Earth), and was the youngest of the Titans. When 
Gaea gave birth to other children, such as Cyclops, who looked monstrous, Uranus was not proud 
of them and put them in a pit under the earth. This made Gaea very angry, and she asked Cronus 
and his Titan brothers to rise up against their father and save their other brothers. Cronus did 
overthrow his father, but he did not save his monstrous brothers. Gaea, who loved all of her 
children, was so angered that Cronus did not help his brothers that she began to plan Cronus’ ruin. 
 
Cronus was the god of time. He married his sister Rhea, and together they had three sons and three 
daughters. Cronus was afraid that his children might one day rise up against his authority, as he 
had against his own father, Uranus. His father had predicted that this would happen. In order to be 
sure that he kept power and the prophecy did not come true, Cronus attempted to escape fate by 
swallowing each child as soon as it was born.  
 
This filled his wife Rhea with sorrow and anger. When it came to Zeus, her sixth and last child, 
Rhea was determined to save this one child at least, to love and cherish. She asked her parents, 
Uranus and Gaea, for advice and assistance. They told her to wrap a stone in baby-clothes and give 
it to Cronus. She did, and he swallowed the stone without noticing the deception.  
 
Anxious to keep the secret of his existence from Cronus, Rhea sent the infant Zeus secretly to Crete, 
where he was fed, protected, and educated. Priests of Rhea beat their shields together and kept up a 
constant noise at the entrance, which drowned the cries of the child and frightened away all 
intruders. 
 
Grown to manhood, Zeus determined to make his father restore his brothers and sisters to the light 
of day. The goddess Metis helped him, convincing Cronus to drink a potion, which caused him to 
give back the children he had swallowed. Cronus was so enraged that war between the father and 
son became inevitable. Zeus eventually dethroned his father Cronus, who was banished from his 
kingdom and deprived forever of the supreme power. Cronus’ son now became supreme god. 

Adapted from: Berens, E. M. “Cronus (Saturn)”. Myths and Legends of Ancient Greece and Rome. New York: Maynard, Merrill and Co., 1894. 14–17. Web. 7 
June 2013. Public domain. 
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	Common Core Band Level Text Difficulty Ranges:

	1_el_g6m1u1_unit_overview_052714
	This unit is approximately 2.5 weeks or 13 sessions of instruction.

	EL_G6M1U1_Lesson_1_040215
	Study the picture posted at the front of the room.

	EL_G6M1U1_Lesson_2_061014
	Directions: these bullets are added to the chart during class, with students.

	EL_G6M1U1_Lesson_3_061014
	EL_G6M1U1_Lesson_4_040215
	I can cite text-based evidence to support an analysis of literary text. (RL.6.1)

	EL_G6M1U1_Lesson_5_040215
	EL_G6M1U1_Lesson_6_040215
	EL_G6M1U1_Lesson_7_040215
	Use the rubric below for determining scores on short answers in this assessment.

	EL_G6M1U1_Lesson_8_040215
	What or who do you think of when you think of the word “hero?” Provide reasons or examples to support your response.
	Introduction:
	Act 1: Separation
	The Ordinary World
	The Wonderful Wizard of Oz: Dorothy in Kansas
	The Call to Adventure
	The Wonderful Wizard of Oz: The tornado
	Entering the Unknown
	The Wonderful Wizard of Oz: Dorothy must learn the rules of Oz
	Supernatural Aid/Meeting with the Mentor
	The Hobbit: Gandalf
	Act 2: Initiation and Transformation
	Allies/Helpers
	Lord of the Rings: Samwise Gamgee
	The Road of Trials
	The Supreme Ordeal
	Lord of the Rings: Mount Doom
	Act 3: The Return
	The Magic Flight
	The Hobbit: The Battle of Five Armies
	Confronting the Father
	Master of Two Worlds/Restoring the World
	Lord of the Rings: Frodo saves the Shire

	EL_G6M1U1_Lesson_9_052714
	Think about the informational article you just read and the novel you have been reading.
	What connections do you see between Percy’s experiences in The Lightning Thief and “The Hero’s Journey”?

	EL_G6M1U1_Lesson_10_040215
	“How do Percy’s experiences align with the hero’s journey?”
	Criteria Checklist:
	Did you …

	EL_G6M1U1_Lesson_11_040215
	1. What new and surprising sights does Percy encounter in this passage? Choose one and describe it. Cite evidence to support your answer.
	2. What does Percy learn about Chiron in this passage? Cite evidence to support your answer.
	“I can choose evidence from both The Lightning Thief and ‘The Hero’s Journey’ that shows how Percy is on a hero’s journey.”
	On a scale from 1 to 5 (1 being very easy, 5 being very challenging) how did this learning target feel for you today?
	What makes this learning target either easy or challenging for you?
	How are Percy’s experiences in this chapter align with “The Hero’s Journey”?

	EL_G6M1U1_Lesson_12_040214
	Did your writing partner …
	How are Percy’s experiences in this chapter aligned to “The Hero’s Journey”?

	EL_G6M1U1_Lesson_13_040215
	Standards addressed:
	Directions:
	Part 1, Graphic Organizer: Choosing Evidence: Percy Jackson and “The Hero’s Journey” (Chapter 8)
	Part 1, Graphic Organizer: Choosing Evidence: Percy Jackson and “The Hero’s Journey” (Chapter 8)
	Focus on one experience in The Lightning Thief, and show how that experience aligns to “The Hero’s Journey.”
	Use the below rubric for determining scores on short answers in this assessment.
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	1_EL_G6M1U2_Unit_Overview_062414
	Unit 2: Elements and Theme of Mythology in The Lightning Thief
	This unit is approximately 2 weeks or 10 sessions of instruction.
	The Lightning Thief: Reading Calendar
	This book connected to The Lightning Thief and our study of Greek Mythology and the Hero’s Journey because. . . .
	I would/would not recommend this book because . . . .

	EL_G6M1U2_Lesson_1_062414
	Use this word-catcher to keep the new words you are learning in Unit 2. Mark literary words with an * (For example: *inference)

	EL_G6M1U2_Lesson_2_040215
	Use the chart below to record the things you notice and wonder about as you view the illustrations of Cronus and Rhea.
	Which statement below best expresses Cronus’ motivation for swallowing his children?
	Chapter 10, pages 155-156
	What is the key idea that Rick Riordan is expressing about Cronus in this passage?

	EL_G6M1U2_Lesson_3_061714
	Use the chart below to record the things you notice and wonder about as you view the illustrations of Cronus and Rhea.
	Possible Parent-Child Relationships in The Lightning Thief
	What do you think are the three most important events in this chapter? Why?

	EL_G6M1U2_Lesson_4_040215
	Teacher Directions: Copy each of the sets of paired passages below onto a separate piece of chart paper.
	Chart 1
	Chart 2
	Chart 3
	Chart 4

	EL_G6M1U2_Lesson_5_061014
	Front Side:
	Back Side:

	EL_G6M1U2_Lesson_6_040215
	Chart 1:
	Chart 2:
	Cronus: “But Cronus did not set his monstrous brothers free, and Mother Earth was angry with him and plotted his downfall.”
	Chart 3:
	Chart 4:
	Adapted from Odell Education resource: “Forming Evidence-based Claims”

	EL_G6M1U2_Lesson_7_040214
	The story of Cronus is a classic myth that shows the theme of a mother’s love.
	This classic myth shows how a mother’s struggle to save her children became the origin of the gods and Greek culture.

	EL_G6M1U2_Lesson_8_040215
	How does Percy show that he is a hero in Chapter 17 of The Lightning Thief?

	EL_G6M1U2_Lesson_9_040214
	EL_G6M1U2_Lesson_10_040214
	Note: Talk with your partner to help you think before you write. But each of you should write your own essay in the space below.
	Use evidence from both the myth and the informational text to support your answer.

	EL_G6M1U2_Lesson_11_040214
	The first body paragraph identifies two elements of mythology present in the myth of Prometheus.
	The first body paragraph includes evidence to show each element of mythology.
	The second body paragraph identifies a theme of Prometheus.
	The second body paragraph provides two details that contribute to the theme.
	The second body paragraph explains how the details help to prove the claim.
	The mini-essay ends with a concluding sentence that shows the writer’s thinking about why this matters.
	Use evidence from both the myth and the informational text to support your answer.

	EL_G6M1U2_Lesson_12_040215
	“I knew you would say that,” said Ariadne. “Come with me. Here is your own sword. You will need it.”
	“Thou hast slain the monster!” cried Ariadne, clasping her hands.
	“Thanks to thee, dear Ariadne,” answered Theseus, “I return victorious.”

	EL_G6M1U2_Lesson_13_040215
	EL_G6M1U2_Lesson_14_040214
	EL_G6M1U2_Lesson_15_061214
	EL_G6M1U2_Lesson_16_040215
	EL_G6M1U2_Lesson_17_061214
	EL_G6M1U2_Lesson_18_040215
	EL_G6M1U2_Lesson_19_040214
	“Develop the topic with relevant facts, definitions, details, quotations, or other information and examples from the text(s).”
	“Exhibit clear organization, with the use of appropriate transitions to create a unified whole.”

	EL_G6M1U2_Lesson_20_040214
	Notes:
	Answer the question: How is Percy a Hero? Use evidence from the text to support your ideas.
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	1_EL_G6M1U3_Unit_Overview_062414
	Unit 3: Elements and Theme of Mythology in The Lightning Thief
	This unit is approximately 2 weeks or 10 sessions of instruction.

	EL_G6M1U3_Lesson_1_040215
	EL_G6M1U3_Lesson_2_040215
	“Tell me more, Grandpa,” Marney said.
	My hero – Who is your hero? How do readers meet the hero?
	The Ordinary World – What is the setting at the beginning?
	The Call to Adventure – How is your hero started on his or her journey?
	The Supernatural World – What kind of place is the new world going to be?
	The Allies – Who will be helping your hero along the way?
	The Road of Trials – What obstacles is your hero going to encounter?
	The Supreme Ordeal – What is going to be the climax of your story?
	The Return – How is your hero going to get home? What happens once he or she is home?

	EL_G6M1U3_Lesson_3_040215
	How does your plan for a hero’s journey align with the archetype of “The Hero’s Journey?”

	EL_G6M1U3_Lesson_4_040214
	EL_G6M1U3_Lesson_5_040215
	Version 1
	Version 2

	EL_G6M1U3_Lesson_6_040215
	EL_G6M1U3_Lesson_7_042414
	Write your best independent draft of your hero’s journey narrative that follows the hero’s journey archetype.



